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# Testing of the MRL 450 SL-AF Cardiac Monitor

The Aeromedical Equipment Evaluation Laboratory tested three MRL 450 AL-AF Cardiac Monitors for electromagnetic interference and susceptibility. All three units tested were within acceptable limits, and the 450 SL-AF was approved for use in USAF aeromedical evacuation aircraft.
TESTING OF THE MRL 450 SL-AF CARDIAC MONITOR

BACKGROUND

The USAF School of Aerospace Medicine (USAFSAM/VNC) initially evaluated the Medical Research Laboratories (MRL) Model 450 SL-AF Cardiac Monitor in March 1985 and found it acceptable for use on board U.S. Air Force (USAF) aeromedical evacuation aircraft. The 375th Aeromedical Airlift Wing, Scott AFB, IL, recently purchased twenty-three Model 450 SL-AF units. This report covers the electromagnetic interference test results on a sample lot (three) of the new units. It should be noted that the three units sent for evaluation already had the modifications detailed in our previous paper (1) on the Low-Profile Rigid-Mounted Cable Adapter. These modifications, a Ferranti transistor and shielded alternating current (AC) power supply cord, were made by the manufacturer and are standard items on all Model 450 SL-AF units with serial numbers above 2230.

METHODS

The Aeromedical Equipment Evaluation Laboratory develops test procedures that cover safety and human factors issues which apply to the equipment to be tested. Specifically, a "performance check" is developed which is a procedure that verifies proper functioning of the equipment under various conditions. An initial inspection is performed by the Lab's BEMT (Biomedical Equipment Maintenance Technician). The BEMT checks battery charging characteristics, leakage current measurements, ground resistance, and any other measurements (i.e., temperature or pressure) necessary to verify that the device conforms to its specifications.

When the device has passed the initial inspection, it is subjected to various "referee tests" that check its performance under various anticipated operational conditions. The referee tests generally involve a repetition of the performance check under the specified conditions. Each referee test also includes any special measurements or procedures necessary due to the peculiarities of the testing conditions.

Performance Check. The performance check simply involved operating the MRL unit. A Medi Cal Instruments ECG simulator, Model 410, was connected to the 450 SL-AF via the standard patient ECG cable. A 120 bpm (beats per minute), 1 mV signal was applied to the monitor and all controls were set to maximum, except for the defibrillator and synchronizer which remained off. The units were individually tested on each power supply: 115 VAC/60 Hz; 115 VAC/400 Hz; 28 VDC; and battery.

Initial Inspection. Only leakage current and ground resistance were measured. A battery performance check was unnecessary. Heart rate accuracy, defibrillator energy
output and synchronization, and overall condition of the equipment were also checked.

EMI (Electromagnetic Interference). A performance check was accomplished during all phases of the Radiated Emissions and Conducted Susceptibility tests.

Vibration. Vibration tests were not necessary.

Environmental. Environmental testing was not necessary.

Altitude. Altitude testing was not necessary.

Clinical Testing. Clinical tests were unnecessary.

In-Flight Feasibility. In-flight feasibility studies were not necessary.

RESULTS

No performance degradation was noted during the radiated susceptibility tests. The radiated and conducted emissions were within the acceptable levels specified in MIL-STD-461C, Category A1e (2). Figure 1 compares the EMI results between an unmodified unit and a modified unit.

The Appendix contains copies of the original EMI charts for the tests run on the three MRL units. Each chart shows the spectral frequency range tested for that unit. The dashed lines on the charts indicate the acceptable limit for that frequency.

CONCLUSIONS

The new group of MRL 450 SL-AF cardiac monitors, with modifications, are approved for use on board USAF aeromedical evacuation aircraft. The three units evaluated had the modifications, a Ferranti transistor and shielded AC power cord, noted in our LPRMCA report (1). The AC power supply cord was clearly labeled as EMI shielded. However, we recommend placing a warning notice on the unit and in the operation/service manual, warning that a shielded cord must be used on the monitor in the interest of flight safety. If the AC power supply cord is not clearly labeled, shielding can be verified by removing the hospital grade plug and examining the ground pin connection for two wires. One is the electrical safety ground; the other is the AC power cord shield connection to ground. Replacement shielded AC power supply cords, Part #2086, can be obtained from the manufacturer.
Figure 1. EMI results before (left) and after (right) modifications.
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APPENDIX

This Appendix contains copies of the original EMI charts for the tests run on the three MRL units. Each chart shows the spectral frequency range tested for that unit. The dashed lines on the charts indicate the acceptable limit for that frequency.